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Northern Group June Newsletter
March meeting:
POM Hakea cucullata

Daphne Longman

Close-up of the flower cupped by the leaf.
The night began with the tightly packed business meeting which finished close to the 30 minute time
allocation. Then followed Plant of the Month. Daphne was enthusiastic as she shared details of an unusual
Hakea species.
Hakea cucullata (hood-leaved hakea) is a small tree or shrub, part of the Proteaceae family, found in SW
Western Australian. It prefers medium to heavy, well drained soils in an open, sunny position. It is drought and
frost resistant. It flowers from May to November with the flowers forming in the leaflet nodes. The outer part of
the flower is deep pink and the fruits hard, woody and nut-like. Propagation is by scarified seed and easy. It
has been successfully grafted onto Hakea salicifolia rootstock but it is rarely found in Eastern states.

Daphne purchased her plant 4-5 years ago from Pulchella Nursery which sadly is no more. She contacted
Kings Park Herbarium W.A. about this intriguing plant, in particular to find how it is pollinated but found that no
research has been done on it.
Daphne has since contacted Paul Kennedy of the Hakea study group. He thinks birds are the pollinators; has
a five year old plant that has set fruit; and has some seed that we may be able to acquire from him. There is
hope that in the future we may also be able to grow this stunning plant.
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Speaker:
Jon Hosford - An-me Arri-ngun The Food We Eat, Traditional Foods of the Kundjeyhmi people.
Jon Hosford has had a lifetime interest in natural systems which has been further stimulated over the past
twelve years as he and Margaret have travelled Australia, working as educators providing support for the
Indigenous Literacy Program. Jon’s interest was drawn to how the natural ecosystem has supported human
life on this continent and how Indigenous people survived on natural plant foods while developing refined
hunting skills, the latter which are better known to us. We have disappointingly remained ignorant of the vast
array of plant food sources, sources for which they developed sophisticated identification procedures.
He encouraged us to learn more of this extensive knowledge from books such as The Biggest Estate on Earth
by Bill Gammage which uses art work from early European painters and provides evidence of aboriginal land
cultivation skills. Jon also recommended two other books for information: Ngan’gi Plants and Animals and Anme Arri-ngun: The Food We Eat. It is on this latter text that Jon focussed his presentation when describing the
vast array of foods to be found. He briefly described the six distinctive seasons recognised by Indigenous
people. This enabled them to better understand the ecosystem and so know what to collect, when and where.

Jon then spoke of the richness of available foods and provided many
interesting and not so well known examples. Aidia racemosa,(left) is a
tree which has tasty red berries harvested between February and June.

Antidesma
ghaesembilla fruit
Jon described as
having a very
intense flavour. The
plant bears a
profusion of berries
but as he pointed
out the fruit in
general is very
small so it takes
work to get a good
feed.

Another berry food gathered from a tree similar to a cherry is
Carallia brachiata. These are found between September and
December.

The mock orange Coparis umbonata is ready
during January to March. It can be picked
when green and if buried in warm sand will
ripen more quickly.

The ‘cheeky’ yam, Amorphophallus
paeoniifolius although poisonous is a
favoured food. The Aboriginal people knew
to soak the yam overnight in running water to
rinse out toxins before it was cooked.

The northern kurrajong, Brachychiton diversifolius has young trees growing around its base with roots like
parsnips. When they are gathered for food, care is taken to snap off the root so that enough is left for next
season’s harvest. They practise sustainability when harvesting the waterlily roots, always leaving part of the
root system behind.
Seeds from this tree can be used to grind into flour or when young, eaten as a sweet crunchy treat.

Other food sources mentioned: tubers (at left) from Ipomoea dunlopii (the
bush potato) and the seeds from Nelumbo nifera (lotus lily), which are
particularly sweet. (See picture below)
Acacia difficilis seeds are another that Indigenous people use for flour.
Acacia latescens is good as a sap source.

In addition there are figs, the bush tomato and the bush coconut
which is a eucalyptus insect gall similar in taste to a coconut.
However, it was the sweet nectar from Grevillea pteridifolia that
Jon found the most delightful.
An informative presentation reminding us of how much more there
is to learn about our native plants. It was easy to digest and left us
hungry for more!

April Meeting:

POM: Limonium australe var. australe

Margaret Killen

The evening began with this attractive, little known and rare
plant commonly known as sea lavender. It is a member of
the Plumbaginaceae family which flourishes in saline areas
such as the coastal salt marshes at Lauderdale and more
locally at Swan Point and Long Tom Reef, Georgetown.
Although it can be found statewide it occurs in very small
populations so is on the threatened species list.

Limonium australe is a perennial herb and has leaves
10cm long and dark green in a basal rosette with a tap
root. It flowers between January and April and its
numerous flowers are packed closely on the upper side
of its branches.

Margaret’s informative, thoroughly prepared presentation was a reminder of the interesting, attractive plants to
be found outside our gardens. Below is a photo showing the plant growing at Swan Point.

Speaker:
Anita Hansen - An Artistic Voyage Through the World of Plants — art and science
An artist with an extensive career working in Tasmania, interstate and overseas is Anita Hansen who co-edited
The Royal Society of Tasmania’ books, Poles Apart: Fascination, Fame and Folly and The Library at The End
of the World. At the April meeting Anita took us on an ‘artistic voyage’ looking at the styles of plant illustrations
over the centuries.
To start there were early depictions on rock such as the figure with plant - 4000 years old
and trees from Zimbabwe.

There was a 6th century illustration of a blackberry from Constantinople and another of flowers from a Roman
villa in Vesuvius before 79 AD.

From Mesopotamia a 13th century poppy illustration.

Brueghal the Elder’s 17th century work is an example of
purely decorative plant illustrations. However, because the
flowers are accurately depicted the illustrations could also be
functional or scientific.

From this point the presentation focussed on scientific illustrations.

The oldest books are practical guides showing medicinal uses of plants but as Anita said not all books were
illustrated and some of those that were varied in quality, making identification a hazardous task for medical
practitioners.
Not so for this book, published in 1629: Paradisi in sole paradisus terrestris is the work of John Parkinson who
was considered to be the last of the great English herbalists and one of the first of the great English botanists.

While this copy has no colour,
Anita has seen a copy that had
beautifully hand-coloured
woodcuts, some water colours
and some which seemed to be
oil paints. She found it
fascinating to picture someone
sitting painting the flowers 400
years ago.

Then a 100 year jump saw the first illustrations (at right) of Tasmanian and
Australian plants. They were published in A Voyage to New-Holland, 1703,
after Dampier’s expedition.

Left:

This interesting historical illustration
by Pierre-Joseph Redouté is of a
specimen collected during Cook’s time in
Adventure Bay. It became the type species
for Eucalyptus obliqua.

Right:

The first Eucalyptus globulus illustration from Labillardiere’s collection during
D’Entrecasteaux’s voyage.

The earliest naturalists found difficulty in providing accurate representations of flora and fauna that was so
alien to their experiences. However, as flora collections grew and there was collaboration between naturalist
and botanist the accuracy improved. It was around this time also that the Linnaean System, still in use today,
gained International acceptance.

Anita described the contributions of, for example Labillardiere, Peron plus the artists on the Flinders and
Baudin expeditions: Bauer and Lesueur respectively. These illustrators worked in the field collecting thousands
of plants between them. They worked in partnership with the expeditions’ botanists building expertise and
producing fine scientific illustrations (also fine pieces of art in their own right - Bauer’s work for example).
In Tasmania in the 19th century, a time known as the Golden Age of Natural History Illustration, native plant
artists were prominent. William Buelow Gould a prolific illustrator, working for Dr James Scott, the colonial
surgeon, produced nearly 400 water colours. There is a good collection of his work at the QVMAG.

Mary Morton Allport in Hobart was painting native
flora and fauna. Although she painted in the
traditional scientific method of a single specimen on
a background, at times, she combined the image of
the single specimen with the background as in the
drawing of Telopea truncata.

Louisa Anne Meredith was also working in Tasmania in 1840.
Illustrations in her book are very detailed and accurate even if
not meant for a scientific audience.
This drawing is a typical example of her illustrations.
Despite producing truly accurate drawings women mainly
played a support role in the scientific world because their
illustrations were seen as decorative. However, Louisa’s work
was eventually accepted by the Royal Society of which she was
an active participant - although only an honorary member.

To conclude the ‘voyage’, Anita described one of her favourite illustrators, William Archer who
is regarded as the first Australian born botanist and botanical artist.

Some of his work, beautifully illustrated plates of Tasmanian orchids, can be found in
Flora Tasmaniae (Joseph Hooker). Also 36 original drawings are in the archives of the
Linnaean Society, London. These show the work of a master of botanical illustration; the
exquisite details and delicate colours of the greenhood orchids reveal amazing art work.

Considering historical events through the eyes of the illustrator was refreshing and most informative. Anita’s
presentation was impressive in in its scope, covering a wealth of material focussed on botanical illustration.

May Meeting:
POM: Geranium potentilloides var. potentilloides

Rosemary Verbeeten

Geranium potentilloides var. potentilloides belongs to the
Geraniaceae family. Its common name is mountain cranes
bill in reference to the fruit which is similar to a crane’s head
and bill.
It is a perennial herb with
short, thick, erect or prostrate
leafy stems which are
branched and straggly.
The peduncles usually have
one creamy-pink open
petalled flower which is
1-1.5cm across.

It is common in Tasmania, usually found in damp
woodland situations and it grows up to 1000m
above sea level where plants tend to have larger
flowers.

In Rosemary’s garden it survived summer without
extra watering. She suggests this small ‘cottage’
type plant would look good in our suburban
gardens.

Speaker:
Ian Thomas - Temperate Grasslands of South East Australia
Because Miguel de Salas was ill, Ian
Thomas generously agreed to speak
to us about temperate grasslands
which today sadly are the most
threatened ecosystem in Australia.
These grasslands and all the ‘life’
they contain are rapidly being
excluded from farms or covered by
sprawling towns.
Temperate grasslands occur in
areas usually with less than 700mm
annual rainfall on relatively fertile,
organic rich clay soils and in areas
with few trees.
Right:

On York Peninsula, SA - an
ideal temperate grassland, showing
an amazing plant diversity.

There are two main grass forms: those that form
tussocks such as Poa, Themeda and Danthonia plus
those that produce grasses with horizontal stems:
stolons or rhizomes.

Left:

Tussock grass, Poa labillardieri, Midlands.

Left: Tussock

grass, Poa rodwayi, on shallow soils in the
Douglas/Apsley area. It is dry, tough country but Poa
grasses can survive.

Grassland near Campbell Town showing
kangaroo grass, Themeda triandra, a prominent
Tasmanian grass.
Right:

Ian talked about warm season grasses known as C4 grasses. These C4 grasses such as Themedia triandra,
grow and flower during late spring into early summer. They are able to survive stressful situations. Perhaps
there are implications for use in drought prone areas as they hold promise for a changing climate. Maybe?
The cool season grasses, C3, grow during the winter months. It is more common to find introduced species in
this group. Then there are some species that grow all year such as the wallaby grasses (Danthonia).
Before European arrival the grasslands would be disturbed by grazing native animals and aboriginal fire
practices. While most grassland species do not need fire for regeneration, Ian said their growth is enhanced by
reduced competition after burning. It allows smaller plants space to grow amid the more dominant tussock
grasses. Fire disturbance is an essential part of the dynamics of both change and stability in grass
communities and other plant communities - for example daisies.
Sadly with European occupation there was large-scale conversion of temperate grasslands so that today, in
Australia, there are just a few surviving. In Victoria only 0.5% of temperate grasslands remain and these are
only in a semi natural condition AND these figures are from 2000.

Today it is mostly remnant
patches on private land, on
unreserved Crown land and
roadsides and rail lines.
Smaller patches are in
cemeteries.
However, rail lines are now
using poisons for weed
control and thus destroying
these grass remnants.

Podolepsis jaceoides,
Hamilton cemetery

The grasslands play an important role not just for plants.
There are snakes and skinks, the birds that feed on them plus
the ground dwellers and marsupials. There are threatened
butterflies, moths, spiders but what of the fungi, mites, worms?
Ian says the biomass is huge and much is unknown because
the research in invertebrates is limited.
Striped legless lizard - threatened species, dependent on the
grasslands.

Ian stressed that active management of this ecosystem is crucial. There needs to be research into basic
ecology (especially of threatened species); community education; better weed control and use of effective
burning strategies.
At Beaufront, a Midlands
property, the von Bibra family
working with UTas and the
Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre
is burning small patches at
random.
It is a consistent burning
regime but the grasslands
are burnt in a few patches at
different times. This is best
practice for animals, plants
and bushfire protection.
This project is a step in the
right direction (community
education).
To finish Ian described some of his research into the vegetation history at the Yarra River near Spotswood.
The pollen data he collected was fascinating and contradicted the view, gathered from early drawings, that
grassy woodland was the natural state as in this drawing of the Yarra River in 1838. The pollen data showed
that before European colonisation it was probably wet forest with lots of ferns.

Melbourne,
1838 Yarra River,
showing
sparsely
wooded
vegetation.

It was clear that the impact of the new arrivals was enormous. By 1839 there were 100,000 grazing sheep and
almost denuded forests. The allocasuarinas, in particular, provided fuel for industries as well as homes. So
while it might seem that the grasslands have always been there, the data tells a different story from that
gleaned from the early paintings of these areas. The presence of eucalypts, acacias, and especially
allocasuarinas meant the landscape was not open grasslands but more woodland or park-like. Ian said the
same was true of the Midlands where pollen cores show there have been huge losses in allocasuarinas.
It is always an interesting presentation when Ian enlightens and challenges us. The decline in temperate
grasslands and the need for survival management was a crucial message as was the information gained from
pollen data which showed the changes in vegetation before and after colonisation.

March State AGM
This year the AGM, followed by Region Council meeting was held in the North at Windsor Community
Precinct, Riverside. The Northern Group were the hosts, providing tasty treats for morning tea and lunch. All
business was covered efficiently but with discussion of the Draft New Constitution deferred for further
consultation by the Groups. During lunch break many members had time for a quick tour of the Windsor Park
gardens and our nursery. Jenny Boyer has now stepped into the role of state president as Margaret Killen’s
two-year term ended.
As a Group we have many members who contribute to keeping us alive, relevant, animated, ensuring that we
maintain interest for the wider community. Sometimes it is good to highlight the impact that some, such as
Margaret, have in the Society. Under her quietly efficient leadership much has been achieved. A strategic
planning group was established and has outlined a practical and achievable vision for the future of our Society.
The constitution is undergoing a review and update and is expected to be ratified this year. Margaret was also
Conference Convener for the highly successful ANPS(A) National Conference held in Hobart last year. It is
important to recognise Margaret as one of our hardworking and progressive members. She is to be applauded
for a most productive term as APST Inc. President.
Also an incredible fourteen years of service by Jill Clark and Lynne Mockridge as State delegates was
recognised. (Their certificates should be framed in gold!)

Autumn:- a plant sale and a planting day
Two activities which thrive because of the support from committed and enthusiastic members.

Plant Sale at Max Fry Hall
Once again this was a well organised and most
successful sale with over 1200 plants sold. Mostly
the trays were empty by midday. Thanks to all who
helped in so many ways to make it happen.
Now to start all over.

Not much left!

Photo: Colin Hallam

Planting Day
Each year Autumn sees an enthusiastic band armed
with spades, trowels, stakes, hammers and watering
cans gather at the Tasmanian Native Garden at
Heritage Forest. The aim is to renew sections of the
garden; to add and replace plants where necessary.
This year the enthusiastic group managed to put in
over 90 new plants, ensuring that the day was a
success.

Action on the day.

Photo: Lynne Mockridge

St Johns Ambulance First Aid Information Session
At the end of May Sharon Percy
organised for a First Aid
Information session from St Johns
Ambulance.
Clare Mortel, an ex-army medic,
army cadet, sports team trainer
was clear, precise and compelling
as she explained and
demonstrated what to do for falls,
cuts, snake bites, over exertion,
possible heart attacks etc.
Much was covered in the two
hours; all relevant and delivered
with direct, practical and clear
instructions.

Photo: Gilly Zachs

We were made to understand the urgency of any
situation that we might find ourselves in. However, the
methods Clare listed for us to follow were effective in
dispelling feelings of panic, instead providing us with
clear instructions for coping in an emergency.
Some of Clare’s advice:If stranded in bush - 3 important things: shelter, water,
stay put.
Golden rule: Put yourself first - don’t create another
patient.
Emergency+ App for phone (free) - provides GPS
coordinates.
If ambulance far away - be prepared to do CPR for
hours.
A stand out for me was the administration of CPR both
for the stamina required and the length of time it might
take should one be in an isolated area.
We learnt a lot and with the donation of an emergency
kit by Nigel Keefe the Group is now better prepared for
field emergencies.

Photo: Margaret Killen

To finish:The newly covered outside nursery benches, thanks to the handy work of Colin and Janet.
Note the empty trays following the Autumn sale.
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